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Tomales bay fishing report

Normally I wouldn't put pictures of deaths here, but there was only one this weekend and it was a Dodge. There were a lot of people trying to die in bad weather, but they were lucky. At least Herman and Rokefin left this one. The wind sent 24 firefighters dispatched with gusting over 30 nautical miles but a couple of tractors, a water truck and shovel got a little real exciting before
the brush got on fire. I wish crabs were that interesting. At least this week it's calmer weather and better crab reports with it. Our Friendly Commercial Fisherman sent a note about the crab trap line: Not only will unweighted yellow ropes cause lost pots, but instead of getting attached to the rope propeller cutting and causing the boat to drift helplessly into bad situations. Each crab
rope must weigh about 20 lines from the buoy, while the long ropes must have another downward one. Line weights are made to pass through the rope, and the weight can be slammed with a hammer, making it stick to its place. But I'm easy to use a short strand of rope to add a weight, just splice about 4 times, run with weight and splice on the other side. Let's keep it safe and
also present ghost pots a pinch I've used monofilament to connect a sink to the rope, or wire. I'll do anything to sink that line. We call it a floating rope gear near the mouth of the bay as murder containers, wrapping it around your propeller while trying to break the bar on an intermittent break will result in death. Plan now and remove your activities at sea with tidal4fishing app
Details: Atlantic Stingray Details: Hybrid Striped Bass Details: Leopard Shark Ugly stick for Christmas pink and black yayaaaa Details: Leopard Shark Details: Hybrid Striped Bass Details: Hybrid Striped Bass Details: Other Saltwater Is Not My Catch. A friend of mine was drifting to Halibut and caught this Sun Star weighing about 20 lbs! By ANDRE NERSESIAN / Eastern Sierra
Sportfishing What was a season! As 2020 sucks like most, at least fishing and catching, both are great this season! ESS again want to thank everyone who came to this ship from the fish slayin machine (More...) (Monday, November 16, 2020) Extraordinary first week of fishingWe have had an extraordinary first week of fishing since the inauguration! The boat hit the limits of king
salmon every day, so we were able to keep fishing and full crew boundaries most days. This allows customers to take all the big fish home in high grade! Covid-19 Update - Fishing is now open in Sonoma County with SOCIAL suspension now open to OPENFishing. Guests are required to wear masks and maintain appropriate intervals in place to stay with the staff. We can carry
up to four people. The boat will be disinfected after each charter. Now you're fishing for Salm... Best Fishing Bodega Bay Best Fishing is on offer when needed in Bodega Bay, CA CA To present, it's time to call North Bay Charters. We always work with each customer to ensure the highest quality results and full customer satisfaction. Too many fish is a good thing ... Fishing has
been unreal all summer long... And the fish are getting bigger and bigger. Once again I didn't stay on top of our fishing reports, but if you follow us on Facebook, you'll know how good it is. Here are a few more photos of whats to catch you... The salmon are drowning!!!! I'm sorry about the delay in the reports... We've been busy roping up some nice king salmon all up and down the
coast of Marin and Sonoma... Here are just a few photos from some past fishing trips this past week. We will try and stay on top of this keep a regular b up to date... Take Five gets it back!!! After a huge blow of 40 knots winds, the ocean finally laid enough to get back north and get the limits to score quality rock fish... Not to mention half the limits of lings to end the day. Our
customers in Indiana and Reno had a blast at catching everything they can great ... Please reloadFeatured Posts Please reloadSon Posts Bodega Mr. Halibut FishingPhenomenal first week fishingCovid-19 Update - Fishing is now a very good thing to fish openbest fishing bodega bay to offer ... The salmon are drowning!!!! Take Five gets it back!!! Please reloadArchive Search By
Tags I'm busy working on blog posts. Watch out for this area! Please reloadFollow Us Fishing this November and today was no exception has remained very good for the big lingcod and bottom fish. Ghost came up with 15 #6 lingcod, plus decided to let go of the group of 2 great women. We also had a very good rockfish rating and crab limits. The weather was very good with
small seas and clear skies. The book has been good all week fishing and crabbing by calling captain Aaron at (707)971-0847 so there is still room in December. Ghost crabs came up with the 1900s, 25 #6 lingcod and a party of big grade rockfish for 4 customers. Group 2 caught giant lingcod. He weighed 125 and they held him. The other was 26 kilos and they released him for the
good of the people. During most of the day the weather was very good with a small wind chop in the afternoon. There are only a few spots left in November if you want some crab and lingcod to get out on the water for book time now this December. (707)971-0847 Ghost also came up with limits for customers and lingcod crew who call Captain Aaron. 12 # plus a party of very nice
rockfish for 8 lingcod. It was a good day in the water. We drove down to Point Reyes to fish at the bottom. The weather is very good for the next few days and you are chewing lingcod. There's room to get in the water next week. Call Captain Aaron for water day at (707)971-0947. Ghost 4 came with 12# and great rockfish boundaries with lingcod. It was a little hard today. It had a
great view of the beach from Tomales Point to Point Reyes. Today we started looking for salmon between bird and elephant. He looked good, the bait and the birds were working, but there was no bait. Jellyfish and isobali made it very difficult to troll. So we went fishing at the bottom. It was a scratch most of the day but a persistent group caught a great fish bag. It was a pleasure
fishing on board today. We look forward to fishing with them again soon. For adventure on the water (707)971-0847 also call Captain Aaron or book online qt svamarinecharters.com a great day of bottom fishing with a good friend. Today a good customer and friend Jim was calm in the flat today when his grandson and son brought fishing to law. In ideal conditions we rushed north
for some excellent swimming bait fishing. The Vermilion bite was something special today. We kept 8 great vermilions and released a few more. Jim is great for catching and releasing fishing. He only hides as much as he can eat. We also kept 2 lings and released 4 and 2 Cabazon. We trawled at 3 points on the way home for salmon. Looks like the fish density is south of the
harbor. It's a great day on general water. Call Captain Aaron for fishing adventure at (707)971-0847 looking for my reports and i apologize to any who didn't find them. It's been a great week of fishing but it's made me very busy. The weather started hard this week and got very nice. Fishing followed the very same pattern. Salmon have been shot or miss this October but we still
catch some great fish. The end of this week has been incredibly sub-fishing. Big reds and lingcod all over. I can't wait to continue this October as autumn conditions seem to continue to improve. I added some pictures that i caught this week. The pictures are in chronological order. The first day of water back after several frustrating weeks of boat and trailer problems. Thank you to
all my savvy clients who didn't make it out in the second half of September. The good news is Ghost's back and catching salmon. Saturday, October 3 jim took the whole boat for a personal trip and it was a fantastic day. The morning was even calmer than the bad forecast and we found the salmon biting. After grabbing 3 salmon we headed to the rockfish spot and caught some
nice quality fish but unfortunately no lingcod. The fishing at the bottom was a little slow. The weather started to improve, so we went home and stopped in sheltered water near the house on the way and were able to get a nice halibut. It was a great day fishing with a good friend. Ghost 10 came with beautiful rockfish boundaries for 12# and 4 customers with lingcod. We spent most
of the day chasing salmon but unfortunately we couldn't find any of the silver devils. The water was calm all day and we had the best Even though it's been cloudy all week. Lingcod and rockfish bit like wild dogs. I wish he'd do the same with salmon. For the trip (707)971-0847 also came with 2 salmon to call Captain Aaron or go to svamarinecharters.com Ghost 27 #, 4 lingcod 25
# and a large bag of big rockfish for 4 customers. Fishing in the fog was a good day. Oce stayed a lot calm all day was a little visibility down. Smoke/fog is forecast to clear some as the week progresses. It was a slow morning troll for salmon. We caught two of our fish on a black widowed seal off Tomales Point in 180 to 240. We went underfishing this afternoon. It was a great bite
for a great group of guys. Call Captain Aaron at (707)971-0847 for the trip or book svamarinecharters.com Ghost online came with great rockfish boundaries, 4 lingcod 20 # and 1 large salmon for 4 customers. It was a very foggy/smoky day but the ocean was very calm. We started the day with a 70 between Tomales Point and Elephant Rock, but we didn't stand a chance for
salmon in the morning. We went to Rockfish and Lingcod. After having some fun with the bottom fishing we tried trolling for deep salmon where we were lucky enough to get 1 salmon around 20 to fly Dave's Black Widow behind a flasher of 180' otw. Overall it was a great day fishing with some good friends. For fishing adventure this fall (707)971-0847 also came up with Captain
Aaron's search or online and 9 lingcod book on svamarinecharters.com Ghost 15 # and the great rockfish limits for 4 customers on Wednesday. There was so much smoke in the water that it was dark almost all day. We started by hunting salmon 40fa west of Bodega Head. Unfortunately salmon wasn't biting for us so we moved to the coast using both whole squid and swimming
baits for some fantastic rockfish and lingcod fishing. The water was calm along the coast with a small south wind all day long. The sky has been filled with smoke and fog all day. It was a little better this afternoon. It was great fishing with a bunch of good friends. Call Captain Aaron for your adventure this fall at (707)971-0847 or book 1 halibut online in svamarinecharters.com
Ghost, great rockfish boundaries and 4 beautiful class lingcods for 4 customers. This was a fantastic weather day to end your holiday weekend with a large group of customers. Captain Aaron unfortunately went south, where the salmon slowed down from last week. Mooching produced about 12# of just 1 beautiful halibut one morning. Rockfish and lingcod were a bit good though
and the band had a great time catching a large batch of cup class vermilion rockfish. There were a lot of sunfish (Break breaks) in the area recently and the group was treated to the loading of one of the biggest breaks the captain had ever seen. For a great autumn trip At captain Aaron (707)971-0847 or book online svamarinecharters.com Ghost arrived on Tuesday with 2 large
salmon, AUGUST 31. We had a few big salmon chances north of the harbor this morning. Luckily, we were able to land two large fish before the bite died. We caught a couple of rockfish trolling near Salmon Creek reef. The weather was fantastic, mostly cloudy skies with flat calm water and good visibility. He was a great bunch of guy who hunted hard all day. Ghost came in at 29
with limits of around 10 for 4 customers of big rockfish, 2 lingcods and 1 salmon. The weather was very good, the cast was on the sky, very little wind and a modest swelling. We started looking for salmon north of the Russian River, but we didn't get lucky. He then passed the rockfish in the swimsuit. After a day of good action with some giant reds we trolled for salmon again in the
afternoon and caught 1. It was a great day. We found salmon on Monday, August 30th! In a shallow place north of the harbor, the Ghost monster was tied to a fish. It's all herring. Unfortunately these fishes were bad and we didn't land each one. 4 customers took home 5 salmon. The big fish was 28#. It was another good weather day. Ghost 4 came with halibut 20 # and 4 great
rockfish limits for customers. It was a great day hunting live bait on the beach. We started leaving live anchovies for the rockfish that we were so happy to see. After taking the boundaries of the great blues and blacks, we tried salmon hunting outside the river from 70 to 100. The signs looked good, but there were no bites. Spent the afternoon drifting live anchovies on some local
beaches and received 4 beautiful halibuts by the end of the day. If you missed our fish reports for a few days, it's because Captain Aaron was displaced by the fire and canceled a few trips. The good news is, the fire department has reduced the threat in the area. A big call to our heroes who are now battling major natural disasters in California. Thank you guys. I'm hoping to take
you fishing after the flames are over. Be safe. On Monday, August 24 and Tuesday, August 25, Ghost arrived without salmon. Salmon fishing in the region slowed significantly in Bodega Bay last week. Both days caught great big rockfish and lingo though. Monday we sold out bigger with a huge whale show with hundreds of Point Reyes fish and humpback whales with swimming
baits and Ten Mile Beach dealing in shallow feeding of shallow anchovies. Trolling for salmon unfortunately yielded no results. Tuesday, August 25th we started mooching on elephant rock bait but unfortunately it bites all morning. Then rockfishing, it was very efficient for some big reds and 5 nice lingcod. It's been 2 great days of fishing with some very fun customers. I came up
with 20 # and 25 # salmon, 20 # and 25 this fall for a fishing trip (707)971-0847 Ghost, call Captain Aaron for 20 great rockfish and 5 lingcod Client. The day began with wind, waves and lightning as we traveled south on the grounds of rockfish distance. The group was durable and hardworking while a bit rough and we managed to hook some nice bottom fish from the swimming
baits. After fighting the elements all morning, we went back to more sheltered waters closer to the house where we trolled for salmon. We double-hooked the big fish. They bit the herring at 70. It was a great adventure and a great adventure with a group of fun. Today (707)971-0847 Ghost also came up with the limits of the big reds today for captain Aaron's search fishing
adventure book. Not for four customers with salmon and bluefin. What a beautiful weather day we had! Lightning, thunder, changing winds, hot and cold, hail, rain and sun are all in the same day. Unfortunately the salmon didn't bite for us in the morning but the rockfish are very good bits of afternoon swimming baits. We saw the bluefin tuna jump! We trolled for them, but no bites.
It was also a great whale show. I hope the tuna stays in the area. Call Captain Aaron (707)971-0847 for the fishing adventure this September. Ghost 1 salmon came in with 15#, for 4 customers. We ate a lot of fish today from Bodega Head to the lower end of Ten Mile beach. The customers were patient, hardworking fishermen. Sticking with it is a way to find big fish but
unfortunately you don't always pay. The weather was nice, warm and sunny all day. Day.
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